Abstract-Minimally invasive surgery (MIS) challenges the surgeon's skills due to his/her separation from the operation area, which can be reached with long instruments only. Therefore, the surgeon looses access to the manipulation forces inside the patient. This reduces his/her dexterity when performing the operation. A new compact and lightweight robot for MIS is presented, which allows for the measurement of manipulation forces. The main advantage of this concept is that no miniaturized force sensor has to be integrated into surgical instruments and inserted into the patient. Rather, outside the patient, a standard sensor is attached to a modified trocar, which allows for the undisturbed measurement of manipulation forces. This approach reduces costs and sterilizability demands. Results of in vitro and in vivo force control experiments are presented to validate the concepts.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE use of robots for surgical interventions is an approach that is now proven to increase the quality of operations and to establish new types of surgical procedures (see [1] for an upto-date overview of this research field). Especially, minimally invasive surgery (MIS) in which long instruments are used to access the area of interest seems to be a promising field for robotic surgery. Here, robots help the surgeon to regain virtually direct access to the operation field he/she is separated from: Actuated instruments provide him/her with full dexterity inside the patient as in open surgery. In order to enhance the overall system performances, force control capabilities are desirable [2] . First, they could allow the robot to run in an autonomous force controlled mode, helping to prevent unintentional damage of tissue or to compensate for organ motion in the case of contact between instrument and organ. Additionally, manipulation forces could be displayed back to the surgeon (with appropriate kinesthetic input devices), providing him/her with direct sensation of the remote forces applied to the organ [3] .
Unfortunately, currently available minimally invasive robotic surgery (MIRS) systems do not provide any force control. A major obstacle for the development of such a feature lies in the force measurement problem. Indeed, small and sterilizable force sensors, which could be inserted into the patient, are still missing (see Section II for an ongoing research overview). This has motivated our research for the development of a new robot named MC 2 E (French acronym for compact manipulator for endoscopic surgery).
Apart from its compactness, the main feature of this robot is that it offers a new possibility of force measurement in MIRS. Namely, MC 2 E can measure the distal organ-instrument interaction with a sensor placed outside the patient (thus subject to much less sterilization and miniaturization constraints). Remarkably, due to the special mounting of the force sensor, these measurements are not affected by the disturbance forces and torques arising from the interaction between the trocar and the instrument.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives an overview of researches in the field of force measurement in MIRS. In Section III, MC 2 E kinematics is presented. Section IV describes the novel principle of force measurement for MIRS in detail, while Section V provides experimental evidence of this system. Force control and in vivo experimental results are then given in Section VI. A discussion of the results and further directions for research are given in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Since the early 1990s, more than 35 surgical robotic systems have been developed [1] . In the field of MIRS especially three commercial systems are to be mentioned: the Zeus system (Computer Motion Inc. [4] ), the daVinci system (Intuitive Surgical Inc. [5] ), and the Laprotek system (endoVia Medical Inc. [6] ). The daVinci system is in clinical use, whereby approximately 150 installations are recorded. The Zeus system was also in clinical use, but is no longer commercially available. Furthermore, the robotic telesurgical workstation for laparoscopy (University of Berkeley, CA, and University of San Francisco, CA) has to be pointed out [7] . None of these systems provides kinesthetic feedback and, thus, prototypical force feedback systems are currently available only at research laboratories. The following provides an overview of research activities in the area of MIRS systems with force measurement and kinesthetic feedback capabilities.
In Korea, a group at Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) has developed a telepresence system for microsurgical tasks [8] . It is designed for six-degrees-offreedom (DoFs) force/torque reflection at the master console. The slave consists of an industrial six-DoFs robot for positioning a modified six DoFs Stewart platform for micromanipulation. The system does not provide full manipulability (i.e., six DoFs) for laparoscopic surgery due to the kinematic restrictions at the fulcrum point. Nevertheless, it is one of the few systems, which realizes full force/torque feedback.
In [9] , a teleoperated endoscopic grasper for MIS and its experimental evaluation is presented. This system allows for realistic force feedback of endoscopic grasping forces. In an empirical test of ranking the stiffness of silicone materials, the force feedback grasper turned out to be significantly better than a standard laparoscopic grasper, though it was inferior to the performance achieved by the bare hand. However, it is to be mentioned that the experimental setup does neither realize the measurement nor the feedback of contact forces. Besides, the grasper is not fixed to a robot and only one DoF for opening and closing the grasper is available at the moment.
A further approach for measuring grasping forces is addressed in [10] . Here, conventional laparoscopic tools are equipped with strain gauge sensors, and the sensed forces are displayed by a PHANToM (SensAble Technologies Inc.), a rather widespread haptic device. As this tool is also not yet fixed to a robot and the handle is not actuated, the current setup requires two users: one to actuate the surgical instrument and the second one to feel the grasping forces at the PHANToM. At least two further issues have to be mentioned. First, no contact forces can be measured at present. Second, as the strain gauge sensors are placed at the proximal end, the grasping forces are superposed by friction.
A vision-based approach for force sensing is discussed in [11] . Here, an industrial robot (Mitsubishi PA-10) is equipped with a flexible membrane on which artificial landmarks were attached. The positions of the landmarks are tracked by a stereo camera, and the displacements are used to derive the appearing contact forces. Unfortunately, the force feedback update rate is limited to 30 Hz due to the camera frame rate. Besides, it remains open whether this method is sensitive and robust enough for describing the interaction with organic materials.
A force reflecting master-slave system for MIS is described in [12] . In this bilateral system two modified PHANToMs are used: one serves as a force-reflecting master and the other one is equipped with a custom-built instrument and constitutes the slave robot. Master and slave are coupled via virtual-reality peripheral network (VRPN). To control the position of the instrument tip, an artificial neural network is applied, which supports an online adaption to different load conditions at the instrument tip. Unfortunately, here too, the strain gauge sensors are placed at the proximal end, so that the measured contact forces are distorted by the interaction forces between instrument and trocar.
A sensorized and an actuated gripper for MIRS are proposed in [13] . To regain full dexterity (i.e., six DoFs) inside the patient, the setup uses a pair of forceps with two DoFs at the distal end. A custom-made miniaturized force/torque sensor, which is placed close to the gripper, allows for the measurement of contact forces/torques. The sensor has a resolution of about 9 bits, and the sample rate is 900 Hz [14] . Additionally, a propulsion unit is introduced. It is connected mechanically as well as electronically to the robot, and consists of two parts: one part is designed for patient contact and, thus, does not contain any electromechanical or thermo-instable components in order to be steam-sterilizable, whereas the other part integrates all thermoinstable components, like motors and electronics, and for this reason meets only the demand of being spray-sterilizable. The actuated gripper has not yet been integrated into a telesurgery system.
A force feedback telesurgery system is described in [3] . The master consists of a stereo display (25-Hz active stereo with shutter glasses) and a PHANToM serves as an input device. This haptic device provides six DoFs for position and orientation sensing, and uses three translational DoFs for force feedback. The slave is composed of two surgical robots, an Aesop 3000 DS and an Aesop 1000 DS (both from Computer Motion Inc). The Aesop 1000 DS provides a stereo video from the surgical site, as it is equipped with a rigid endoscope. The Aesop 3000 DS is equipped with a sensorized rigid scalpel (thus, four DoFs remain inside the patient). The sensor is placed at the distal end of the instrument, and allows for the measurement of the six components of the manipulation wrench. For details of the sensor, see [14] . Force control experiments with estimation of the (unknown) environment stiffness are presented in [3] and [15] .
In [16] , a sensorized laparoscopic grasper is presented. The sensor is integrated into the gripper jaws, and measures grasping force (force component normal to the gripper jaws) as well as lateral and longitudinal forces occurring inside the jaws. Unfortunately, the principle of measurement is not explained in detail. The data of the miniaturized sensor are compared to an external load cell as reference sensor. The measurement is supposed to be reliable, as the presented curves for longitudinal forces are similar in shape and the deviation between the curves is marginal. This prototype instrument has not yet been integrated into a robotic surgery system.
In [17] , a miniaturized force sensor for hand-held microsurgical instruments or robotic manipulators is presented. The diameter of the sensor is 12.5 mm. The measurement principle is based on bonded silicon strain gauges, which are connected to halfbridges, allowing for the measurement of the three-dimensional force vector. Moments are not sensed. The standard deviation of the force signal, sampled with 100 Hz and fed through a 10-Hz lowpass anti-aliasing filter, is approximately 0.5 × 10 −3 N. The authors do not make any remarks on the sterilizability of the sensor.
III. ROBOT AND KINEMATICS
A robot used in the operating room (OR) has to be lightweight and compact, as only a small amount of space for additional equipment is available. Furthermore, a lightweight robot can be easily mounted and removed by one nurse, which helps to reduce preoperative setup time and is also a safety feature in emergency situations.
In MIS, the instrument has to be moved around an invariant point (fulcrum point), lying on the patient's skin. This point binds two DoFs, and only four DoFs remain inside the patient, if rigid instruments are used, as it is in the case discussed here. This kinematic constraint has to be taken into account by the MIRS system. At least three different designs providing the limitation or cancellation of the forces exerted on the patient at the fulcrum point can be distinguished.
First, the robot can be equipped with two passive joints at the wrist, in such a way that it frees the orientation of the instrument around the robot end-effector point (see the example of the Zeus robot [4] ). As a result, when inserted into the trocar, the instrument naturally rotates around the fulcrum point for any motion of the robot end-effector point. Furthermore, no precise positioning of the robot with respect to the entry point is necessary. Therefore, the setup procedure is facilitated and, thus, operation time is saved. This solution provides a satisfactory behavior as soon as the instrument firmly contacts the trocar. However, in some configurations, a backlash appears between the trocar and the instrument. This leads to a lack of control of instrument motion.
As a second solution, some robots offer a specialized kinematic design dedicated to MIS (e.g., the daVinci system from Intuitive Surgical Inc. [5] and the robotic telesurgical workstation developed by the Universities of California at Berkeley and San Francisco [7] ). These robots feature a remote center of rotation, i.e., an invariant point which has to fit the fulcrum point in order to avoid damage to the patient's tissue. As a result, the installation of the MIRS robot base may require a second mechanism for precise positioning, which leads to a rather large system.
Finally, as a third solution, (serial) robots with no "in built" invariant point can be used in MIRS procedures. In this case, an estimation of the fulcrum point location is necessary, as it is to be included in the robot's inverse kinematics. Examples are given in [18] , where an end-effector force sensor is used to estimate the entry point position, or in [19] and [20] , where the robot joint sensors are exploited.
Unlike most other MIS robots, MC 2 E moves not only the instrument but also the trocar in which the instrument is inserted. More precisely, the robot consists of two parts, as shown in Fig. 1 . The lower part is a compact spherical two-DoFs mechanism (Θ 1 and Θ 2 ) at which joint axes coincide with the trocar center. This provides an invariant center at the fulcrum point. The base of this lower subsystem is easily installed on the patient's skin and clipped to the trocar. Once the robot is attached to the trocar, the robot is correctly centered, too (i.e., the fulcrum point on the patient's skin and the invariant point of the robot coincide). This eases the installation of the system and reduces the necessary setup time. The upper part of the robot (Fig. 2) is mounted on the trocar. It provides the two remaining DoFs: the rotation about the instrument axis (Θ 3 ) and translation along the instrument axis (d 4 ). In order to translate the instrument along its penetration axis, the motor rotational motion is transmitted through six soft rollers that press the instrument surface (see Fig. 2 ). This participates in the design compactness, as this system can realize an arbitrarily large translation while remaining rather small.
As observed in Fig. 1 , the design is rather compact (see Table I for dimensions of MC 2 E, without instrument inserted) and lightweight (≈ 1.3 kg for the entire robot). Furthermore, it allows for the use of standard disposable instruments, and enables comanipulation by the surgeon and the robot. Note that a similar compact design is proposed in [21] for an endoscope holder. However, in [21] , the robot does not include any force measurement feature, and its kinematics suffers from a singularity in the middle of the workspace.
Two different types of motors manufactured by Faulhaber were chosen: two powerful motors (2342S024CR series, 12 W) for the spherical part (Θ 1 and Θ 2 ) of the robot, and two smaller motors (1724T003SR series, 4 W) for the upper part (Θ 3 and d 4 ) of the robot. With these actuators, the maximum applied force at the instrument tip are ≈ 15 N along the x 4 -and y 4 -axis and ≈ 8 N along the z 4 -axis (beyond this value, the instrument slips within the translating device).
The encoder resolution (512 increments per revolution of the motor) provides, in combination with the gear ratios, sufficient resolution at the link side for high-accuracy motion.
The robot is equipped with a Nano43 six-axes force/torque sensor manufactured by ATI Industrial Automation connected to a 16-bits data acquisition (DAQ) system. Table II summarizes  the specifications of this force measurement equipment. TABLE II  SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE ATI NANO43 FORCE/TORQUE SENSOR   TABLE III  MODIFIED DH PARAMETERS The particular mounting is described in detail in Section IV. A sample rate of 670 Hz is used to realize the force control law presented in Section VI.
The modified Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) parameters, shown in Fig. 1 together with the relevant frames, are summarized in Table III .
The overall transformation from the instrument tip frame F 4 to the robot base frame F 0 is
where T i→j (resp. T i→j ) denotes the homogeneous transform (resp. rotation) from frame F i to frame F j , and x stands for the position of the instrument tip in the robot base frame. Noticing that the angle Θ 3 does not affect the instrument tip position x, one selects the following vector in order to parameterize the four instrument DoFs:
The kinematic model of the system, which maps the joint velocity vector
where J ∈ R 6×4 is the Jacobian matrix of the system. The rank of the Jacobian matrix J is 4 except at robot singularities, when
The first singularity, which is of second order, is reached when the instrument tip is at the fulcrum point. It has no consequence during experiments. Indeed, it is crossed only when inserting or removing the instrument, which can be done under joint position control. For the second singularity, Θ 2 = π cannot be reached due to joint limits. Thus, the only physically feasible singularity is Θ 2 = 0, which separates the workspace into two parts. During experiments, one initially chooses Θ 2 > 0 or Θ 2 < 0, and the singularity is never crossed. Of course, this reduces the end-effector workspace. However, in [22] , where the same twolink spherical kinematic structure is studied (with the same DH parameters, up to a few degrees), it is shown that half of the workspace of the device is sufficient to realize standard surgical procedures. In the remainder of the paper, the angle Θ 3 is considered to be fixed, and only the position x of the instrument tip is controlled.
IV. FORCE MEASUREMENT
In manual MIS, the surgeon is separated from the operation area, which is reached by long instruments. Manipulation forces can hardly be sensed by the surgeon, due to the friction in the trocar and the torques necessary to rotate the trocar around the fulcrum point [23] , [24] . These disturbances may be dominant, e.g., in heart surgery, where the trocar is placed in the narrow space between the ribs. To overcome this problem, surgeons use tissue deformation as a visual substitute for the feeling of manipulation forces, which does not work with stiff materials such as needles and threads. It is expected that force measurement and force feedback in MIRS increase the immersion of the surgeon into the remote side and help to avoid the interpretation of tissue deformation as well as the unintentional damage of needles and threads [2] , [3] .
Force measurement can be realized by placing miniaturized force/torque sensors near the instrument tip inside the patient [14] . Here, questions of sterilizability and electromagnetic compatibility still need to be answered. On the contrary, if the force sensor is integrated in the instrument shaft and placed outside the patient, disruption in the force measurement occurs due to friction in the trocar and torques necessary to rotate the trocar.
The solution proposed here is a new trocar in which the sensor is integrated, but placed outside the patient, which drastically reduces the sterilization and miniaturization problems. This is possible, as the trocar is moved (and so is the force sensor) to realize motion inside the patient (see Section III).
The mounting of the trocar and the force sensor is depicted in Fig. 3 : an ATI Nano43 force/torque sensor is used. It has a cylindrical shape with a hole at its center. It allows for measuring six components of forces and torques between its top and bottom plate. The bottom plate is attached to a conventional trocar, which includes seals. On the top plate, a passive guide is mounted, with inner seals as well, the axis along which the instrument can translate and rotate. The passive guide penetrates through the sensor hole inside the trocar without any contact with the trocar. Consequently, if the trocar is chosen as the reference body, the sensor measures the wrench applied to the passive guide as detailed in Section IV-A.
A. Force Transmission Model
The setup depicted in Fig. 3 allows for the measurement of the interaction forces between the instrument tip and tissue, without having to cope with friction inside the trocar. The dynamic equation of the instrument (1) states
where, in general, w g i is the wrench applied to part i due to gravity, w d i is the dynamic wrench of part i, accounting for the inertial effects due to acceleration, and w i→j denotes the wrench applied by part i to part j. More precisely, accounting for parts numbering depicted in Fig. 4 , w 2→1 denotes the wrench transmitted by the translating device to the instrument through the rollers, w 3→1 denotes the interaction wrench between the instrument and the passive guide, which includes friction due to the relative translation along the penetration axis and the seals, and w 1→7 is the interaction wrench of interest (between instrument and organ). Similarly, the dynamic equations of part (2) and (3) are
In these equations, w 2→3 is the interaction wrench between the translating device and the passive guide, whereas w 4→3 is the wrench measured by the sensor. Summing up (6)-(8) yields
with the sum of wrenches due to gravitation as
and the sum of dynamic wrenches as
Remarkably, neither the friction between the instrument and the passive guide, w 1→3 , nor the wrench between the trocar and the patient's skin, w 5→6 , influence the measurement. Therefore, there is no need for any model to check these disturbances. Rather, in order to calculate the interaction wrench w 1→7 , one has to know the gravitation wrench w g and the dynamic wrench w d . Usually, w d ≈ 0 holds, as velocities and accelerations in MIS are rather small, which leads to
Therefore, in practice, estimating the distal interaction w 1→7 from the measured wrench w 4→3 is reduced to a gravity compensation algorithm.
B. Gravity Compensation 1) Compensation Algorithm:
The equation given in (12) suggests that the interaction wrench w 1→7 can be estimated from w 4→3 by a simple gravity compensation, which is usually quite straightforward within robot force control. Indeed, the gravitation wrench w g expressed at the center of gravity G of the parts 1, 2, and 3 of the robot is
where m denotes the mass of the parts 1, 2, and 3 of the robot, and g denotes the gravity vector with the norm g = 9.81N/ms −2 .
In fact, the wrench measured by the sensor is actually given by
where w off = [f off , t off ] is the sensor measurement offset, which corresponds to the measured wrench when the applied wrench is zero (sensor in free load configuration). Therefore, combining (12)- (14) allows for computing the interaction wrench w 1→7 from a gravity model and an offset compensation. More precisely, one can compute this wrench at the center S of the sensor frame F s , and project the force and torque vectors in the sensor base, which leads to
where s f mes and s t mes are the measured force and torque vectors at point S, respectively, s d GS groups the coordinates of the vector from G to S in frame F s , R s→0 is the rotation from the robot base to the sensor frame which is known from the robot kinematic model, and [a] × denotes the skew symmetric matrix associated with a vector a such that, for any vector b,
2) Parametric Identification: In order to be able of implementing the compensation algorithm given in (15) , it is required to precisely know the offset wrench in the sensor frame, the weight vector m 0 g and the position of G in the sensor frame.
In practice, none of these parameters are precisely known in advance. Indeed, we can observe the following.
1) The offset depends on both the preload applied to the sensor and on experimental conditions, such as temperature. 2) Since the robot is placed on the patient at the beginning of the operation, its base has an unknown orientation with respect to a gravitational frame. Thus, the coordinates 0 g of the gravity vector in the robot base frame are unknown.
3) Since different instruments can be used, both the total mass and the position of G in the sensor frame may vary from an experiment to another. Therefore, after installing the trocar and the robot, and prior to the operation, a short identification sequence has to be run for each new operation. During this sequence, the robot is placed at several joint configuration to provide a rotation of the instrument around the trocar while contacts between the instrument and organs (or any external environment) are avoided. At each joint configuration, both the joint position and the raw measured wrench are recorded. They are then fed to an identification algorithm.
In practice, avoiding contacts between the instrument and organs can be easily obtained by limiting the instrument penetration d 4 in such a way that the instrument tip remains far away from the organ. Note that in all the joint configurations used for the identification, one has w 1→7 = 0, even though the instrument penetrate the patient skin.
Thus, introducing subscript i to denote the ith joint configuration in which the wrench is measured during the identification procedure, (15) can be written as
Considering first the force vector equation, one then has
where matrix A i is known for each joint configuration from the robot kinematic model. Thus, grouping n measured forces into a vector
T leads to the linear equation
with
T . Then, the unknown parameters s f off , and m 0 g can be estimated by a simple least square solution as
In a second step, the torque vector equation in (16) 
It then remains to estimate the position vector s d GS when G differs from G 0 , i.e., when the translation d 4 of the instrument (1) differs from the value d 4 0 it had during the identification procedure. To do so, one first distinguishes between the mass m 1 of the instrument, which is supposed to be known (easily measurable in advance) and the mass m 2,3 of parts 2 and 3. One then has
where G 1 is the center of gravity of the instrument (part 1), G
2,3
is the center of gravity of the parts 2 and 3, which is independent from d 4 , and d G x S is the vector from G x to S. Furthermore, due to the translational displacement along z s of the instrument from d 4 0 to d 4 , one has
where s d G 1 0 S denotes the vector from the position G 1 0 of the instrument center of gravity during the identification procedure to the sensor frame center S.
Combining (22) and (23) gives
(24) Therefore, the estimation of s d GS for an arbitrary value of d 4 is
where the estimated mass m for parts 1, 2, and 3 can be easily obtained by
V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF THE MEASUREMENT MODEL

A. Validation of the Gravity Compensation
The identification procedure is experimentally performed to verify the quality of the gravity compensation stage. First, the robot is placed at n = 37 positions covering the workspace, defined by where Θ 1,i , Θ 2,i and d 4,i are plotted in Fig. 5 . At each position, the sensor forces s f mes,i and torques s t mes,i are recorded. During the identification, the instrument does not touch the environment, and the wrench is measured while the robot stays still (i.e., w d = 0). The total duration of the identification procedure is approximately 3 min.
The unknown parameters are then estimated according to (19) , (21), (25) and (26). The resulting estimated parameters are
During the experiment, the robot is placed on an approximately horizontal table, thus, the estimated gravity field vector 0 g is expected to be close to g th = [0, 0, −9.81N/kg] T . Actually, a small angle equal to 3
• is experimentally observed between the theoretical value of 0 g and its estimated value. Next, in order to verify the quality of the estimation, the robot is placed at 23 different locations across the workspace (different from the ones used in the identification), with d 4 varying, while avoiding contacts. Equation (15) is then used to compensate for gravity. Fig. 6 compares the raw sensor data ( s f mes , s t mes (S)) and the calculated compensation for each position.
One can observe in Fig. 6 that the error e between the measured and the calculated forces and torques is rather small (less than 0.2 N for the forces and less than 8 mN·m for the torques).
B. Insensitivity of the Measurement to Trocar Disturbances
To validate the force transmission model detailed in Section IV-A, the experiments presented next are performed using an additional external force/torque sensor. In the rest of this section, we consider that the gravity effect is well compensated.
1) Insensitivity To Friction Between the Instrument and the Trocar:
For this experiment, a spring of stiffness k is placed on the external sensor as shown in Fig. 7(a) . The robot is placed in a vertical position [cf. Fig. 7(b) ], while the instrument tip firmly contacts the spring.
Meanwhile, the instrument penetration d 4 is servoed to the desired sinusoidal position depicted in Fig. 8(c) . Two forces are then simultaneously measured: one by the external sensor (thus, it corresponds to the effective force at the instrument tip) and one by the robot-mounted sensor, together with the gravity compensation algorithm. During the experiment, as the instrument moves "in and out" in the sealed passive guide, a large amount of dry friction occurs, which changes sign each time the sign of the penetration velocity changes. However, the experimental result, plotted in Fig. 8(a) , shows that in spite of this large frictional disturbance, the module of the estimated force (robot sensor) constantly equals the module of the actual force measured by the second sensor (external sensor).
The significance of the amount of friction is illustrated in Fig. 8(b) that plots the equivalent command force produced by the translational motor. This force, which is simply computed from the motor current, drastically varies when the sign of the penetration velocity changes. It reaches approximately 2 N to move the instrument up and approximately −4 N to move it down. These values are large compared to the useful force, which varies between −0.8 and −0.2 N.
One can conclude that the measurement device, which equips the MC 2 E robot, allows for the measurement of the contact forces at the distal extremity of the instrument, without being corrupted by the friction between the instrument and the passive guide.
2) Insensitivity to the Trocar-Abdomen Interaction: To evaluate the effect of the trocar-abdomen interaction on the robot force sensor, the setup of Fig. 9 is used.
An artificial abdomen (a piece made of an elastic foam) is pasted on the external sensor, as shown in Fig. 9(a) . The trocar is then inserted in the artificial abdomen and clipped to the robot.
During this experiment, the trocar is manipulated around the incision point by servoing the robot joint position Θ 2 to the desired sinusoidal position as reported in Fig. 10(c) . Again, one can compare the trocar-abdomen interaction forces (resp. torques) measured by the external sensor to the forces (resp. torques) measured by the robot sensor.
The experimental results, given in Fig. 10(a) and (b), show that contrary to the previous experiment, the force (resp. torque) measured by the robot sensor and by the external sensor are not equal. Indeed, as predicted by the measurement model in Section IV, the trocar-abdomen interaction is not measured by the robot-mounted sensor (which measures approximately stay null).
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH FORCE CONTROL
For the force control experiments, the control structure depicted in Fig. 11 is used, where J denotes the robot Jacobian matrix (see Section III) and S a selection matrix.
At the lowest level of the robot controller, a joint torque loop encapsulates the current loop realized in hardware by the power amplifiers. The joint torque controller uses a fixed gain PI compensator with a feedforward compensation. In [25] , the stability of this controller is investigated using the passivity theory. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the system passivity, applying to both the PI gains (w.r.t. the robot dynamics) and the selection matrix S (w.r.t. the robot kinematics), are formally derived. This analysis provides a formal guarantee that, when a passive environment applies arbitrary forces on the robot end-effector, the system remains stable.
A. Force Response Experiment
Experiments were conducted, where the instrument is rigidly attached to a fixed environment near its tip P , and the desired wrench is set to The experimental results are given in Fig. 12 , where one can observe that the three measured force components are equal to the three desired force components.
The results emphasize the precision of the controller, since the tracking force errors stably remain null. However, this provides no guaranty on the system performance when contacting a soft and moving environment as during real in vivo experiments. This is the motivation of Section VI-B.
B. In Vivo Experiments
A first clinical application of the MC 2 E robot was proposed by Dr. Nicolas Bonnet, a surgeon at the La Pitié Salpètriére Hospital of Paris. It consists of replacing the surgeon's left hand by the MC 2 E robot during a laparoscopic cholecystectomy (the surgical removal of the gallbladder).
During this operation, MC 2 E is equipped with a standard forceps instrument, with manually controlled grasping. In the first stage, MC 2 E is servoed to a zero desired force, which allows the surgeon to comanipulate the robot and to grasp the gallbladder. In the second stage, the surgeon pulls the gallbladder with a given force, and MC 2 E is frozen. Then, MC 2 E is servoed to a constant force, so that it can progressively remove the gallbladder while the surgeon uses an electrocautery knife to detach the gallbladder from the liver. Because of its ability of controlling a constant force, MC 2 E can delicately pull the gallbladder and adapt its configuration to the evolving geometry of the operation site. The surgeon can, thus, dissect the gallbladder and manipulate the endoscopic camera and perform the overall operation without the help of any assistant. As shown in Fig. 13 , the surgical operation is conducted by only one person, instead of two, as in classical laparoscopic cholecystectomy.
The robot MC 2 E's ability of maintaining a constant force, despite physiological movements, is illustrated in the next experiment. The robot is placed on the abdomen of a pig breathing with the help of a medical ventilator, which is a device designed to provide mechanical ventilation to a patient. During this experiment, the robot maintains a small contact force between the instrument tip and the patient's liver. A periodic physiological movement at 0.25 Hz is induced by the medical ventilator and has to be compensated for, in order to maintain contact.
In this situation, the force control scheme depicted in Fig. 11 is used, with the selection matrix S chosen so that only the penetration force is controlled. Consequently, for this experiment, the robot axes Θ 1 and Θ 2 are blocked at a working position, and only the instrument axis d 4 is force controlled with a desired contact force 4 f dz . The experimental results are given in Fig. 14 . It can be observed in Fig. 14(a) ) that the measured contact force 4 f e z is equal to the desired contact force 4 f d z = −0.5 N, and that the contact is maintained throughout the breathing movement. However, a small disturbance is observed at t = 3.1 s and t = 7.1 s. This disturbance, which is rejected by the controller, is introduced by the dynamics of the patient's expiration movement. The position of the contact point during two breathing periods (given by the instrument position d 4 ) is reported in Fig. 14(b) . Note that the dynamics of the inspiration movement (starts at t = 2 s and t = 6 s) is slower than the dynamics of the expiration movement (starts at t = 3.1 s and t = 7.1 s).
VII. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, a compact and lightweight robot for MIS was presented. This robot is mounted on the patient and offers a specialized kinematic design dedicated to MIS, which provides an invariant center at the fulcrum point.
In order to introduce force control into the OR, the measurement of manipulation forces inside the patient is a prerequisite. Therefore, a new trocar with an integrated force sensor allowing for the measurement of the contact forces was described. Although this sensor is placed outside the patient, neither friction inside the trocar nor the wrench between the trocar and the patient's skin deteriorate the measurements. Nevertheless, the gravity effect has to be considered in the measurements and, thus, has to be identified and compensated.
Experimental results on gravity compensation and force control were given, validating the chosen concepts.
Future work includes the setup of a force reflecting telemanipulation system for MIS, which will provide a realistic impression of the remote forces to the surgeon. Additionally, this robot is suited for comanipulation (i.e., soft robotics). Here, restricted motion along predefined trajectories and inside virtual walls bordering the work space will help to avoid unintentional damage of tissue.
